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 Thanks for sharing..! I've been testing out this new spellcast call for us to collect all of our customers database in one spot. There's a group on FB for them to post their own results. If your interest in collecting records is there and this looks like a worthwhile alternative to you and your group. I know it has some issues but i could be wrong. Its a lot of work that could be avoided if we all had a place to
put our findings. If anyone has any results or thoughts. Dont hesitate to let me know. The web hosting I used to have also blocked the ability for me to view instead of with no warning or error message, so I ended up having to install in addition to my normal urls. I think it's pretty safe to assume that this is a problem with urls not being allowed in the static html I'm building as I'm getting the same issue.
the only thing that worked for me was to edit the php.ini to change the default_mimetype to something else so it wouldn't convert the extension, then the directory can be accessed via Not a problem if you use the version. Same here, never had this problem before, but with my new hosting provider it looks like they are blocking everything after the dash. So what do you think? Should I just remove the

dash at the end of the url or are there other, better, options? I would suggest disabling extension magic.. which is it already is for non-ssl urls.. IMO, the dash isn't necessary at all.. and changing the defualt_mimetype isn't a good option either as I would imagine that 82157476af
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